KILLS WARFARIN RESISTANT NORWAY RATS

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

If animal eats bait, call veterinarian at once.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Apply 4 to 16 Place Pacs (usually at intervals of 15 to 30 feet) per placement. Maintain an
continuous source of infestation is present, establish permanent bait stations and replenish as needed.

HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED OR ABSORBED THROUGH THE SKIN. CAUSES MODERATE EYE IRRITATION. KEEP AWAY
FROM CHILDREN, DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND PETS. DO NOT GET IN EYES, ON SKIN, OR ON CLOTHING.

CAUTION:

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. See outer package label...

PROHIBITED

OTHER INGREDIENTS*: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   99.995%

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:

OTHER INGREDIENTS*: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   99.995%

TOTAL 100.000%

*Contains Denatonium Benzoate

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN

CAUTION:

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

Anticoagulant Bromadiolone:

FIRST AID

CAUTION:

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

IF SWALLOWED:

IF IN EYES:

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING:

IF INHALED:

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN

CAUTION:

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

READ THIS LABEL:

NOTE:

CAUTION:

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

INFORMATION

ADDITIONAL

BY LAW

TREATMENT FOR

INSTRUCTIONS.

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.

CONTINUOUS SOURCE OF INFESTATION IS PRESENT, ESTABLISH PERMANENT BAIT STATIONS AND REPLENISH AS NEEDED.

IF ANIMAL EATS BAIT, CALL VETERINARIAN AT ONCE.

Apply 4 to 16 Place Pacs (usually at intervals of 15 to 30 feet) per placement. Maintain an
continuous source of infestation is present, establish permanent bait stations and replenish as needed.

If animal eats bait, call veterinarian at once.
Outer label

**CONTRAC**

KILLS RATS & HOUSE MICE
Also Resistant Norway Rats

Caution: *(7.2 kg)*

CONTRAC KILLS RATS & HOUSE MICE

243CP

OTHER INGREDIENTS*: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.995%

NET WT: 16 lbs (7.2 kg)

CAUTION

Used if children, pets, non-target mammals or birds may access the bait.

NOTE:

3. Dispose of product container and unused, spoiled, or unconsumed bait as specified on this label.

IMPORTANT:

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

IMPORTANT:

If swallowed or absorbed through the skin, this material may reduce the clotting ability of the blood and cause bleeding. If ingested, administer Vitamin K1 intramuscularly or orally. Repeat as necessary if needed, check prothrombin times every 3 days until values return to normal (up to 30 days). In severe cases, blood transfusions may be needed.

Anticoagulant Bromadiolone:

• IF IN EYES:
  Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

• IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING:
  Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

Do not give anything by mouth unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor.

Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.

TREATMENT FOR PET POISONING

NOTE TO VETERINARIAN

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

To the extent consistent with applicable law, seller makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the merchantability of this product or its fitness for any particular purpose.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not sell this product in individual containers holding less than 16 pounds of bait.

User Safety Requirements

If animal eats bait, call 1-877-854-2494, or your state poison control center.

FOLLOW-UP:

Give supportive care or treatment as needed.
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Bait stations are mandatory for outdoor, above ground use. Tamper-resistant bait stations must be used in areas prone to vandalism, where livestock, raccoons, bears, or other potentially destructive animals, or in areas prone to vandalism. Use only for sites, pests and application methods described on the label.

**TREATMENT FOR PET POISONING**

If animal eats bait, call veterinarian at once. For animals ingesting bait and/or showing poisoning signs (bleeding or elevated prothrombin times), give Vitamin K preparations intramuscularly or orally. Repeat as necessary based on monitoring of prothrombin times.

**IF SWALLOWED:**

Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

Have person sip a glass of water. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

Determine areas where rats or mice will most likely find and consume the bait. Generally, these areas are along walls, by gnawed openings, in or beside burrows, in or beside foundation crevices, in or beside trash cans, around air conditioning units, and in or around food preparation areas. If a continuous source of infestation is present, establish permanent bait stations and replenish as needed.

For animal health reasons, do not apply this product directly to water or to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean higher high water line. The application of this product to public bodies of water is prohibited.

This product may only be used to control Norway rats, roof rats, and house mice in and around homes, businesses, food processing and storage facilities, institutional and commercial buildings, and similar structures. This product is not effective against black rats. Do not apply this product to or near structures occupied by pets and livestock, or to structures where people or domestic animals will be exposed to the bait. Provide separate baiting areas for pets and livestock. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing.

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

This product contains Bromadiolone (CAS #28772-56-7), Denatonium Benzoate, and other ingredients. When using this product, always follow all use and handling directions and precautions on the label.

Keep out of reach of children. Keep out of reach of pets. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wipe up any spillage immediately.

**NOTE TO PHYSICIAN**

This product contains Denatonium Benzoate, a bittering agent. Contact your physician or local poison control center if you swallow this product. For animals ingesting bait and/or showing poisoning signs (bleeding or elevated prothrombin times), give Vitamin K preparations intramuscularly or orally. Repeat as necessary based on monitoring of prothrombin times.

**NOTE TO VETERINARIAN**

For animals ingesting bait and/or showing poisoning signs (bleeding or elevated prothrombin times), give Vitamin K preparations intramuscularly or orally. Repeat as necessary based on monitoring of prothrombin times. In severe cases, blood transfusions may be needed.

**Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through the skin. Causes moderate eye irritation.** Keep away from children, domestic animals and pets. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wipe up any spillage immediately.

**ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS**

This product is harmful to wildlife and is not to be used directly on or near any wildlife or habitat, including water bodies. Do not apply this product directly to or near areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean higher high water line. It is illegal to apply this product to fields, pastures, lakes, ponds, streams, brooks, or any other water course, or to any area through which surface water drains, or to areas below the mean higher high water line. Applications to public bodies of water are prohibited. To prevent the potential for surface or groundwater contamination, do not apply this product near or adjacent to storm drains, ditches, or any other waterway. Do not apply this product to or near areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean higher high water line. The application of this product to public bodies of water is prohibited.

**READ THIS LABEL:**

This product must be used as directed on the label. Use only for the purpose and in the manner described on the label. Read this entire label and follow all use directions and use precautions. Use only for sites, pests and application methods described on the label. Do not store this product with food, pet food, feeds for animals, or animal health products. If animal eats bait, call veterinarian at once. This product is harmful to wildlife and is not to be used directly on or near any wildlife or habitat, including water bodies. Do not apply this product directly to or near any wildlife or habitat, including water bodies. Do not apply this product to fields, pastures, lakes, ponds, streams, brooks, or any other water course, or to any area through which surface water drains, or to areas below the mean higher high water line. It is illegal to apply this product to fields, pastures, lakes, ponds, streams, brooks, or any other water course, or to any area through which surface water drains, or to areas below the mean higher high water line. Applications to public bodies of water are prohibited. To prevent the potential for surface or groundwater contamination, do not apply this product near or adjacent to storm drains, ditches, or any other waterway. Do not apply this product to or near areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean higher high water line. The application of this product to public bodies of water is prohibited.